
INTERFUND TRANSACTIONS 

 
During month 99/25 no cash activity is to take place.  There cannot be cash transfers between 
funds.  The only exception to this is to correct errors or to make bank reconciliation adjustments. 
 
Use general ledgers' 1353/5153 in place of 1110 in the 99/25 month.  Use GL 1353 in place of an 
1110 debit and 5153 in place of an 1110 credit.  Remember to keep the 1353/5153 in balance by 
due to/from indicator. 
 
The following is a list of transaction codes to use for the various types of activity that could take 
place. 
     Accrual In  Payment In 

Fund Type    One Year  Next Year 
1     140    1353/3205  145   4310/1353 
2, 3, 4, 5     140    1353/3205  145   1110/1353 
 
1     144    1353/6505  145   4310/1353 
2, 3, 4, 5     144    1353/6505  145   1110/1353 
 
1     146    3205/5153  406    5153/4310 
3     146    3205/5153  410R 5153/1110 
4     146    3205/5153  406    5153/1110 
2, 5     149R 3205/5153  406    5153/1110 
 
1     404    6505/5153  406    5153/4310 
3     404    6505/5153  410R 5153/1110 
2, 4, 5     404    6510/5153  406    5153/1110 
 
 

All transaction codes affecting either 1353 or 5153 must have a due to/from indicator in the 
subsidiary field. 
 
To ensure that you reverse all accruals in the new year prepare both GAT sheets at the same 
time.  The first GAT sheet to accrue the entry into the prior year using the first column.  The 
second one to reverse the accrual in the new year using the second column. 
 
Remember, in the new year, when you record treasury cash (4310), there must be money 
transferred either to or from the State Treasurer’s office.  To accomplish this add or subtract this 
amount from the VPA journal voucher or the A8 Cash Receipts Journal Summary.  If the amount 
is large enough send or request it on its own form. 
 
Use the CR2356 report to keep track of any non-VPA entries to GL 4310 in the new year.  
Because the CR 2356 shows only AFRS transaction codes the following cross-walks the above 
FMS codes to their equivalent AFRS code. 
 
   FMS T/C  AFRS T/C 
   145   090 
   406   965 
 


